Probing origins of molecular interactions stabilizing the membrane proteins halorhodopsin and bacteriorhodopsin.
Single-molecule atomic force microscopy and spectroscopy were applied to detect molecular interactions stabilizing the structure of halorhodopsin (HR), a light-driven chloride pump from Halobacterium salinarum. Because of the high structural and sequence similarities between HR and bacteriorhodopsin, we compared their unfolding pathways and polypeptide regions that established structurally stable segments against unfolding. Unfolding pathways and structural segments stabilizing the proteins both exhibited a remarkably high similarity. This suggests that different amino acid compositions can establish structurally indistinguishable energetic barriers. These stabilizing domains rather result from comprehensive interactions of all amino acids within a structural region than from specific interactions. However, one additional unfolding barrier located within a short segment of helix E was detected for HR. This barrier correlated with a Pi-bulk interaction, which locally disrupts helix E and divides a structural stabilizing segment.